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GaragePoxy

Turn Your Old,  Stained & 
Pitted Garage Floor Into 

a Beautiful Showroom Floor 
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Imagine a Bright,
Clean Garage That 
Becomes an 
Extension
of Your Home

TM

 GaragePoxy will not only protect and beautify your garage floor, it 
will transform your garage to a bright and beautiful auxiliary area 
for entertainment...a room you will be proud to show off. 
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The Advantages of an Epoxy Coated Floor
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 Used exclusively in commercial 
applications for its toughness and 
durability, epoxy floor coatings are 
now popular in residential garage 
applications. 

 Homeowners can now enjoy a 
spectacular show room quality floor in 
their own garage. GaragePoxy will 
eliminate pits and cracks providing a 
smooth, chemical and salt resistant 
surface that is very easy to clean and 
will look good for many years to come.
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MARTENS Will Turn Your Garage Floor
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Pitted Surface

Unsightly Cracks

Salt Damage

Oil & Chemical Stains

Never Looks Clean

From This To This

Before After
Show Room Quality Surface

No Unsightly Cracks

Resists Salt Damage

Resists Oil & Chemical Stains

Easy to Keep Clean
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Your Garage Will Look so Good,
You'll Want to Move In.
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 Nothing compares to the beauty and 

strength of an epoxy coated concrete 

floor installed by MARTENS. 

The difference will be so remarkable , 

you won’t believe it’s a garage.
Go From Drab to Fab
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The GaragePoxy Difference
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 There is a very big difference between other Epoxies and 
MARTENS GaragePoxy floors. MARTENS will install a heavy-
duty, industrial rated epoxy floor containing 100%  resins, 
resulting in a much thicker, more durable coating that will not 
only protect your concrete floor from deterioration but look 
beautiful for many years to come. 

Penetrating 
Epoxy PrimerClear Topcoat 

Matrix Coat

Concrete 
Floor

Dot it Yourself Epoxy Coating 

Epoxy Paint

Concrete 
Floor

MARTENS GaragePoxy Coating 
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STEP 1 - Preparing the Concrete Floor

 For a long lasting installation a clean 
floor is very important. Our automated 
shot blaster removes all dirt and chemical 
residue right down to bare concrete. 

Shot Blasting 

Edge Grinding

 We follow up with an edge grinder, making 
sure the epoxy coating will bond right up to 
the edge of you floor. 
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STEP 2 - Filling Pits, Cracks and Leveling
leveling the Floor

Filling Seams and Cracks
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 Most concrete floors have cracks and pits 
from years of wear and salt erosion. We fill 
them with a thick coat of epoxy to 
eliminated these unsightly imperfections. 

 Some floors may have major surface 
damage spots that require repair and 
leveling. We use a high tech cementitious 
composite epoxy, resulting in a very strong 
repair, stronger than the original concrete. 



STEP 3 - Sealing With a Primer Coat
A Primer is Used for Sealing and Bonding

We Cover Every Square Inch 

 We don’t take short cuts and we pay 
attention to detail. Every square inch of 
your floor is covered with the sealer 
primer, even the hard to get to spots. 
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 After checking for vapor and moisture 
transmission, a primer sealer coat is applied. 
This coat prevents vapor transmission and 
provides a better bond for the color coat.



STEP 4 - Color Coat and Color Flakes

Unlike other epoxies, GaragePoxy color coat 
is a thick layer with 100% epoxy solids. 
There are many standard colors to choose 
from including custom colors. 

The Color Coat is Rolled On.

Spreading Color Flakes

For assured adhesion, quartz aggregate or 
color flakes are added while the color coat 
is still wet. The flakes provide that desired 
textured look. Flakes are available in many 
textures and colors. 
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Many Colors and Options to Choose From
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 Do-it-yourself epoxy kits sold in 
stores only offer a choice of two or 
three colors. 

 With Martens GaragePoxy there 
is a wide range of solid or textured 
colors to choose from, even cus-
tom color blends and luminescent 
colors. The color possibilities are 
endless.
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Customize Your Floor With a Graphic
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 As an option, we can personalize your garage 
floor with a custom graphic. It can be your favorite 
team or car logo or any other graphic you choose.

 The graphic is embedded in the epoxy
coating and protected with a durable, transparent 
top coat. 
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Why Choose MARTENS For Your Epoxy Floor
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Extensive Epoxy Floor Expertise

Guaranteed Performance

Commercial Grade Coatings

Fully Insured 

Locally Owned 
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 More Than 25 Years in Business
 
A Leading Commercial and
Residential Contractor
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MARTENS Guaranteed Performance
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 As a MARTENS customer, you will receive 
the highest quality workmanship and the 
best materials available on the market, we 
guarantee it.

 Our reputation as a quality contractor is 
very important to us. That is why we stand 
behind our work an make sure you have the 
best epoxy floor installation. Should any 
problems arise, we will promptly correct 
the situation. 
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MARTENS is Fully Insured
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 Why is it important to you for a 

contractor  to be insured? Unexpected on 

the job events occasionally happen that 

may result in property damage or injury.  

For your protection, a reputable contractor 

will always carry insurance. Should 

anything happen, rest assured, with 

MARTENS you are fully protected against 

any damage, loss, or injury. 
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Improve the Value of Your Home
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 A garage with an epoxy coated floor 
adds beauty and functionality to your 
home by providing additional space that 
can be used for many things other than 
parking your car.

 This added flexibility will make it 
more attractive to buyers thereby 
improving the market appeal and value  
of your home. 
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Considering a Garage Make Over?

 If a garage make over is in your plans, 
nothing will make it look more 
attractive, and provide long lasting 
beauty and protection for your garage 
floor than a GaragePoxy installation by 
MARTENS.

  With hundreds of colors and texture 
combinations to choose from, whatever 
your theme, we can easily match or 
create a color scheme and texture style 
to fit your desired decor.
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